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#on-top

red bull air race
by Csaba Czeilinger
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red bull air race
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“The fastest race on the world”
After 6 long years the legendary Red Bull Air Race is back 
to Budapest. We can say this place is one of the birth place 
of the race. The second race ever been here and in 2001 the 
main idea is come up Peter Besenyei was one of the main 
developer. Many time the people saying he is the Godfather 
of the Red Bull Air Race. 

But take a quick look what happened since 2001. In 2002 
Peter testing the “Air gates” and the other features to get 
ready the race to 2003. Everything went fine and in 2003 
the first race take place at Zeiltweg, Austria and followed by 
Budapes in Hungary. In 2004 the series is continued with 3 
races and 11 pilots. 

Between 2011 and 2013 the Air Race been suspended for 
safety developments. The race is back on the track in 2014 
with 8 beautiful location and 12 Master Class and 11 Challen-
ger Class pilots. The Challenger Class pilots will be the pilots 
in the Challenger Class in the future.

And finally 2015 has come and the race is back to Budapest. 
Many Hungarian waited for this because one of the most -if 
not the most scenic- track in the serie is Budapest, where 
the pilots do the slalom over the River Danube on the front 
of the Hungarian Parliament building and on the other side 
with the Buda Castle. 

The race took 2 days. The first day is the qualifying and 
the second is the race day. Between the practicing and the 
timed flying the Hungarian Army and Air Force and the Flying 
Bulls give a show to the visitors on the two side of the river. 

In this year a big heathwave reach Hungary on the race 
weekend which means many people look for some water side 
activity againts of the air race but still a lot of people come 
to see the best ones.

One of the most unique in this race in Budapest is the fact 
the pilots must start the first lap under the Chain Bridge 
which is a difficult task because of the tight space and high 
speed. 

In this year the austrian Hannes Arch won the race following 
by the australian Matt Hall and the czech Martin Sonka. 

I think it’s right if we call “The fastest race on the world” 
where the pilots can feel 10G force on their bodies in a sharp 
turn. This facts push them on the limit even physically and 
even mentally if they want be the fastest ones and those one 
who have the quickest reflexes and with this they can be 
ahead of each other. 

I think this race is good for everybody who love the airpla-
nes and the speed. It’s can be a perfect event for an eviation 
maniac or even for a family on the weekend. For more 
information about the upcoming races you can find on the 
http://www.redbullairrace.com”

Flying Regards Csaba Czeilinger
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Easily enjoy super-telephoto photography
A super-telephoto zoom lens compatible with the Nikon 
FX format

The AF-S NIKKOR 200-500mm f/5.6E ED VR is a 2.5x 
super-telephoto zoom lens that supports the 
200-500 mm range of focal lengths with a 
maximum aperture of f/5.6. Adoption of ED glass 
elements achieves superior optical performance 
with which chromatic aberration is suppressed.

AF-S NIKKOR 200-500mm 
f/5.6E ED VR

AF-S NIKKOR 600mm 
f/4E FL ED VR

AF-S NIKKOR 500mm 
f/4E FL ED VR

Adoption of fluorite elements for the world’s 
lightest lenses 500 mm and 600 mm 
super-telephoto lenses with a maximum 
aperture of f/4

The AF-S NIKKOR 500mm f/4E FL ED VR 
and AF-S NIKKOR 600mm f/4E FL ED
VR have been made significantly lighter 
with the adoption of two fluorite elements 
for each. The AF-S NIKKOR 500mm f/4E FL 
ED VR weighs approximately 3,090 g,
making it roughly 20% lighter than its 
predecessor, and the AF-S NIKKOR 600mm 
f/4E FL ED VR weighs approximately 3,810 g, 
making it about 25% lighter than its predecessor. 
This reduction in weight makes both lenses 
the world’s lightest lenses available at their 

respective focal lengths. In addition to fluo-
rite elements, adoption of a magnesium 
alloy for lens barrel components not only 
contributes to the lighter weight, but also 
preserves strength and durability. Adoption 
of fluorite and ED glass elements also 
enables superior rendering with effective 
reduction of chromatic aberration, and 
adoption of Nano Crystal Coat provides 
excellent optical performance with which 
ghost and flare are suppressed.
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by Darren Crick and Colin Turner
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Operation Slipper 
Welcome Home Parade
Canberra
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Parades were held around Australia to mark the end of military operations in Afghanistan. 
Operation Slipper was Australia’s contribution to the conflict in Afghanistan which was 
launched following the September 11 terrorist attacks in the United States.
Australia deployed over 33,000 Australian Defence Force (ADF) personnel, Australian 
Public Service (APS) employees and Australian Federal Police (AFP) to the Middle East 
Area of Operations.
Throughout the period of the operation, 41 ADF personnel were killed and 261 wounded.
The ceremony for Canberra in the Australian Capital Territory, was held in the grounds 
next to the Australian War Memorial in Canberra. The Australian War Memorial combines a 
shrine, a museum and an extensive archive. The War Memorial features the Roll of Honour 
and Commemorative Roll for all members and non-members of the Australian Armed 
Forces who have lost their lives during times of conflict and peace keeping. 
Speakers at the ceremony included the Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott , the Leader 
of the Opposition Bill Shorten and head of the Australian Defence Force, Air Chief Marshall 
Binskin.
To mark the ceremony, a flyover was conducted by two jointly operated NHIndustries 
MRH-90 Helicopters from the Australian Army 5th Aviation Regiment and the Royal 
Australian Navy 808 Squadron, plus two C-130 J model Hercules from the Royal Australian 
Air Force’s 37 Squadron.

A) Two C-130J Hercules (A97-467 “Sandman” and A97-465 “Combat Dolphin”) 
flying up Anzac Parade and over the Australian War Memorial (foreground) with the 
view looking up Anzac Parade toward the Australian Federal Parliament House.
(Colin Turner)

B) Two NHIndustries MRH-90 Helicopters flying over the Australian War Memorial 
(foreground) with the view looking up Anzac Parade toward the Australian Federal 
Parliament House. (Colin Turner)

C) RAAF C-130J A97-467 “Sandman” flying up Anzac Parade, over the Australian 
War Memorial. (Darren Crick)

D) Two C-130J Hercules (A97-467 “Sandman” and A97-465 “Combat Dolphin”) 
flying up Anzac Parade and over the Australian War Memorial (foreground) with the 
view looking up Anzac Parade toward the Australian Federal Parliament House.
(Colin Turner)
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connie!
by Shervin Fonooni
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The Super Constellation is a unique shape aircraft, with his dolphin shaped 
fuselage, four engines, a triple drift and long legs.
This magnificent long-haul symbolizes the excellence of air transport in the 
1950s, when air traveling was still a privilege reserved for the most rich 
people. Capable of non-stop crossing the oceans , it is nicknamed the “king 
of the Atlantic”.
Super Constellation Flyers Association
Connie was retired from service in the 1990s, but a young Swiss pilot an-
nounced with a few passionate friends to fly again this bird in the European sky.
Francisco Agullo 
He begun his career as airline pilot in the Caribbean, aboard of a... Super 
Constellation which was still under trade regime in the 90s. Then, he pursued 
his career in the USA on restored planes under historical regime.
Endowed with an incredible air sense and a spirit of adventure, Francisco 
Agullo gave birth to his project in 1999. With his two friends, he bought 
4 Super Constellations to fly at least one. The Super Constellation Flyers 
Association was created in 2000, but the plane arrived on the
old continent in 2004.
Agullo became chief pilot of Connie, but his duties were also to re-qualify all 
the crew: the aircraft captains, co-pilots and flight engineers. Currently, the 
association has over 3,000 enthusiast members. Some of them still work, or 

have previously worked themselves in the aviation industries, and then decided 
to join the association to contribute to fly the Connie.
Maintenance
Fifty volunteers and three full time mechanic engineers involved in the mainte-
nance of the aircraft.
Maintenance is complex and rigorous. It takes 200 hours of maintenance for 
one hour of flight. Connie carries out the passenger flights (for the members 
of the associations) and performs several presentation in divers European me-
etings. Before each official flight, the team performs several tests. Asking Rolf 
Harlacher, Chief Flight Engineer, he explains the maintenance steps as follow : 
“When the Super Constellation arrived in Zurich for winter maintenance, we be-
gin by washing. Secondly, we proceed to the compression testing of engines, 
as well as their inspection. Then, we make annual checks of the aircraft and 
repair what needs to be. At the end of winter, we make various function tests,
such as the “gear swing” (several cycles of enter/exit of landing gears) and 
proceed to “run up” engines (engine testing on the ground) “. After passing 
these tests successfully, the Federal Office of Civil Aviation (FOCA) allows the 
flights.
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Flight Training

With the arrival of spring, the serious things are begun : 
All the team are ready for test flights. It is obligatory for all the 
pilots. Actualy, FOCA requires that the licenses of the crew
members to be renewed each year before the seasonal flights.
The crew consists of two pilots and a flight engineer. This function 
is no longer existed in modern aviation, thus all navigators must be 
trained with the Super Constellation.
The mechanic engineers are very careful to the flight preparation, 
at lignting up the engines... The crew trains to perform low altitude 
flights, virage (for meetings), but also landing with simulation of 
engine failure.
The aircraft captains change their seats after a landing in order to 
have the best automatism with the orders.
Lufthansa’s German pilots are also present at Flight Training in 
order to be trained for piloting the Super Constellation.

The Lufthansa project

Since 7 years ago, Lufthansa prepares a huge project : to restore 
and to fly again the Lockheed L-1649 Starliner, which is the latest 
version of the Super Constellation. 50 people work full-time on 
the project and the first flight is planned for next year.
Lufthansa is planning commercial passenger flights, even cros-
sings the Atlantic. Therefore, the Germans pilots involve to the 
Flight Training to exchange their experiences with the Swiss 
team. After the Flight Training, Connie leaves for maintenance for 
two weeks before the first scheduled flights.
The association also operates a Douglas DC-3 and wishes to keep 
this aircraft’s heritage.
As the Super Constellation, it remains one of the most beautiful 
symbols of the conquest of the skies, a real flying legend for all 
enthusiasts. It was the plane of stars, it is henceforth the
star of the aircrafts. We thank all the team for their hospitality 
and great kindness, and we give an appointment to all enthusiasts 
on August 15th in Prangins, on September 19th at Kleine Brogel 
and on September 20th at Sanicole Airshow to admire the Breitling 
Super Constellation in the Swiss and Belgian skies.
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α7R II
Sony introduced their new flagship full-frame mirrorless camera, the α7R II .

The new α7R II interchangeable lens camera features the world’s first back-illuminated full-frame
Exmor R CMOS sensor , which delivers high resolution (42.4 MP approx. effective megapixels), high
sensitivity (expandable up to ISO 102400) and high speed AF response up to 40% faster than the
original α7R thanks to 399 focal plane phase detection AF points.
The camera also includes a 5-axis image stabilisation system borrowed from the acclaimed α7 II
model and can shoot and record 4K video in multiple formats including Super 35mm (without pixel
binning) and full-frame format, a world’s first for digital cameras . Additionally, it has a newly refined
XGA OLED Tru-Finder with the world’s highest (0.78x) viewfinder magnification.

High Resolution, High Sensitivity and High-Speed Response
The newly developed 42.4 MP back-illuminated CMOS sensor is the most advanced, versatile and
highest resolution full-frame image sensor that Sony has ever created, allowing the α7R II to 
reach new levels of quality, sensitivity and response speed. In the past, many photographers 
have been forced to choose between high-resolution and high-speed or high resolution and high 
sensitivity when selecting a camera. The new α7R II eliminates that sacrifice thanks to its inno-
vative image sensor.
The 42.4 MP sensor combines gapless on-chip lens design and AR (anti-reflective) coating on the
surface of the sensor’s glass seal to dramatically improve light collection efficiency, resulting in 
high sensitivity with low-noise performance and wide dynamic range. This allows the camera to 
shoot at an impressive ISO range of 100 to 25600 that is expandable to ISO 50 to 102400.
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Transportna Aviobasa, 

Sofia-Vrazhdebna

by Rob Hendriks – www.fly-by.nl



Sofia-Vrazhdebna airfield was built in the 1930s and established 
as a training base in 1937. During World War II the Luftwaffe de-
ployed Bf-109s and Bf-110s here. From 1947 the airport has been in 
civilian use as well. Although various military transport units have 
been based at the airport since the late 1940s, it was not until May 
1993 when a separate military base (16th Transport Air Base) was 
established. Nowadays the airbase houses the 1/16 Transportna 
Avio Eskadrila (1/16 TrAE) equipped with a few operational tran-
sport aircraft.

An-2, the old workhorse
In the 1950s the Bulgarian Air Force received three An-2 Colts for 
various roles. These large Soviet build biplanes have been in use 
for many years. Only one of these is still in operational service 
with the Korpus Protivovazdushna Otbrana (Air Defence Corps) 
Headquarters. In 2015 it received a new engine which will lengthen 
its service life for at least one more year. The other two An-2 are 
preserved at Graf Ignatievo and the Plovdiv-Krumovo museum.

East meets West
In 1984 the Bulgarian Air Force acquired five Soviet build An-26 
Curl transport aircraft. These were withdrawn from use after 
their replacement was delivered, the Alenia C-27J Spartan. All 
five An-26s can still be found at Sofia-Vrazhdebna Air Base. Th-
ree of these are stored and two others are parked at the TEREM 
facility to be sold. In 2006 the Bulgarian Air Force signed a 210 
million Euro contract to purchase five C-27J Spartans. In the end 
only three Spartans were delivered to the Bulgarian Air Force.

Open Skies for Bulgaria
In 2002 more than 30 states signed the Open Skies Treaty, which 
provides unarmed aerial surveillance flights over the territory of 
any treaty member. The Bulgarian Air Force uses their sole An-30 
Clank for their Open Skies flights. The airframe was acquired in 
1976 and is still operational with the 1/16 TrAE. For their VIP tran-
sport the Bulgarian Air Force uses the Swiss build Pilatus PC-12M 
which was delivered in December 2003. Although in was damaged 
during an incident in June 2004 it is still in operational service.

Will they ever fly again?
The Bulgarian Air Force received eight L-410 Turbolets between 
1984 and 1986. By 2010 all of these L-410s were withdrawn for 
use. The oldest “062” was send to Plovdiv-Krumovo where it can 
be found at the museum. The other seven L-410s stayed at their 
former home base Sofia-Vrazhdebna and are still in open storage 
here. Two of these “068” and “069” are believed to be in opera-
tional status during our visit. The other five will most likely never 
fly again for the Bulgarian Air Force.

The Governmental airline
On the civil side of Sofia-Vrazhdebna the VIP “A” Government 
Terminal is located. The Pravitelstven Aviaootryad 28 is the unit 
to which the aircraft/helicopters of the Bulgarian Government 
belong. The unit was founded in 1972, and received number 28 
because of the 28th anniversary of the coup on September 9, 
1944. In the past years the unit operated various VIP versions of 
the Il-18, Tu-134, Tu-154, Yak-40 and An-24. Nowadays the unit has 

more modern aircraft in its inventory like the Airbus A319, Falcon 
2000 an Agusta AW-109E and two older Mi-8 Hips.

Visiting 16 TrAB Sofia-Vrazhdebna
During our visit on April 27, 2015 we were able to take photos of 
all operational and non-operational aircraft parked at the military 
part of Sofia-Vrazhdebna. We were very lucky to see some action 
of the An-2 which made some engine runs to test its recently 
installed engine. One of the L-410s that are believed to be in ope-
rational status was also connected to a power truck for some 
electronics tests. We also saw some real action as one of the 
C-27J Spartans and the PC-12M took to the sky for a local mission. 
Another highlight of this day was a Mi-17 Hip which just came out 
of overhaul at the TEREM facility. This helicopter made a short 
local flight, and later on it departed back to its home base 24 AB 
Plovdiv-Krumovo.

A very big thanks goes out the our guide Captain Konstantin and 
the crew of  1/16 TrAE based at 16 TrAB Sofia-Vrazhdebna.

© Rob Hendriks – www.fly-by.nl
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by Simone Ciaralli
translation by Paolo B. Pala

#report

...in flight
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“India-November-November, cleared for line up and take-off, runway two-eight Right”. 
The words from Torino Aeritalia´s tower reach us like a relief. A relief from the heat 
that, at 9 o´clock in the morning, it´s already making its presence felt. Finally we´re 
off.

The idea of a more challenging and longer than usual flight comes to Maurizio. He´s the 
pilot and owner of a 1970 Reims produced Cessna 172. After a few flights between the 
top of the Monviso massif and the spectacular scenery of Mount Cenis over the Alps he 
suggests a trip by the sea- What about Elba? So be it. 

Unfortunately over the next few weeks the weather is not on our side, so we have to 
postpone our mission a number of times.

This delay gives us the chance to plan our flight better and to try out something new 
with regards to photography. It doesn´t take much to persuade Maurizio to install two 
GoPro cameras on the Cessna: one on the left wing tip and the other on top of the fin, to 
get a view of the whole plane from the side and from the top. The trials on the ground 
are satisfying, as the shots are just like we thought they would be. Only one worry 
crosses our minds: will they manage to resist to the uninterrupted and turbulent flux 
of air during this long flight?

Saturday morning. Everything is ready for departure. It´s three of us. Besides Maurizio, 
the pilot, and me, taking pictures, there´s Enzo, a glider pilot. Such is the excitement 
that we skipped the most basic of checks for any Italian pilot before any flight: an 
espresso.

The flight. It is most definitely not a flight to improvise. Maurizio has already filed our 
VFR flight plan: departure from LIMA (Torino Aeritalia) at 7:30 Zulu (9:30 local time), 
RIVOLI, ALARI, SAVONA, KONER and arrival at LIRJ (Marina di Campo – Elba Island). The 
estimated flight time is 1 hour 45 minutes. We decide to maintain FL75 (7500 ft, about 
2300mts) on our inbound flight, as with the GoPro mounted on the left wing we won´t 
be have any interesting subject to take pictures of. However, on our way back our 
intention is to flight lower for some interesting shots.

I-BUNN is waiting for us on the apron: its looking ready to go, but there are many things 
to do still.
Maurizio carries out the preflight checks, I get ready the GoPros and my cameras, while 
Enzo has to run to the nearest supermarket: at the last minute we realized that one of 
the cameras was missing a memory card. So much for preparing everything carefully!

It´s 9:20, it´s already hot and it´s time to go. Take off, according to our flight plan, is 
set for 9:30.

We reach holding point for runway two-eight Right and we carry out pre-takeoff checks: 
magnetos check, prop pitch, landing lights on and, finally, flaps set for take-off. The we-
ather would be optimal, if it wasn´t for a light haze that reduces visibility very slightly. 

Finally the tower clears us for line-up and take-off. We are ready. Maurizio is about to 
set full power when Enzo, from the back seat, brings us to a sudden stop: the pitot tube 
still has its cover on. An unforgivable error derived from our hurry to respect the flight 
plan we had filed.

Troubles behind, we finally take off. We set for a long and slow climb up to our cruise 
altitude, reporting RIVOLI and subsequently ALARI, our first waypoints. Our IAS varies 
between 90 and 100 knots for a 250/500 fpm climb. We notice we´ve been asking a 
lot to our 210HP Continental Rolls Royce IO-360 D as the oil temperature is on the high 
end, but well within its indicated limits. Altogether though, it is something to keep in 
mind: once we´ve reached FL75 the outside temperature is 10C, a bit too much for this 
time of the year.  

We´re overflying the north-west coast of Italy, Liguria, and in front of us stands vast 
and calm the Tyrrhenian Sea. My thoughts immediately go to the survival equipment 
we´re carrying on board: three life vests and an emergency beacon. You could think 
you are flying on the best and safest aircraft you can possibly get, but the idea that 
you might have to ditch does not leave the back of your mind until you are back over 
solid ground.

The flight proceeds with the autopilot engaged. Maurizio regularly switches fuel tanks 
to maintain an optimal balance. The air is calm, and so is the sea below us. The only 
jolts we can feel are caused by Maurizio trying to find a more comfortable position for 
the crossing. Through the haze we start to distinguish the island of Capraia, Corsica´s 
“finger” and finally Elba. Rome Control hands us over on to Marina di Campo tower 
about 10 minutes before landing. 

Runway one-six in use. Certainly not an easy one. We approach from the north and we 
report over Guardiola. This is the entry point between two hills that preclude view of 
the airport. We slip through the valley when suddenly we´re in sight of the runway. 
The tower asks us to speed up our approach and vacate quickly once on the ground: a 
Skywork Dornier 328 is right behind us, and it is quickly catching up with us. 

We arrive at destination. It´s 9:30 Zulu (11:30 local time). The heat is suffocating. 

Marina di Campo´s beach crystal clear water is awaiting for us. Obviously it´s only 
then that Enzo and I realize the fourth, and possibly worst, mistake of the day: we´ve 
left our swimming costumes at home. No crystal clear waters for us after all. To com-
pensate I get a table at a restaurant nearby. I´m craving for some freshly caught fish. 
When we sit down I realize I wasn´t the only one starving.
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By early afternoon our outing draws to a close. We return to the airport to prepare 
our airplane, mount the GoPros and top up the fuel. It is better to have our tanks full: 
thunderstorms are forecasted on our return leg and we might be forced to deviate 
from our planned route.
Our journey back to Turin should be just short of two hours, we´ll be maintaining 
4500ft, about 1500 meters. The visibility hasn´t improved greatly, but at least this time 
we are just a few miles away from the coast that we can distinguish clearly.  

About an hour into our flight we already start to see the coastline of Liguria. Enzo 
notices two unusually half-moon shaped parallel wakes in the sea below us, they seem 
to form rhythmically. It takes us a few seconds to realize we´re looking at some whales. 
Incredible: how exciting! We´re a few miles south of Genoa and we ask permission for a 
360 degree turn. While we enjoy the show we spot even more of them and even a blue 
whale. She resembles a ship as she skims the surface with her long gray back, heading 
towards the other pod. That was the icing on the cake for a perfect and unforgettable 
day with friends. 

Not long to go before we reach home. We divert slightly to overfly a village near Cuneo 
to wave at Maurizio´s family. Funny how difficult it is to recognize from above even 
those places that know like the back of your hand when you´re on the ground. That´s 
why we overfly four villages before we wave our wings over the right one.

Overhead of Rivoli, we enter Torino Aeritalia´s circuit. Downwind, left base and final 
for runway two-eight Right.It´s 16:45 Zulu (18:45 local time), just before the airport 
closing time at 19:00. 

The outside-mounted GoPro cameras, in spite of my worries, are still in position. But 
nature´s best efforts have not gone unnoticed: what could have been a fly managed to 
splatter right in the centre of the lens of one of the cameras. Despite that we managed 
to capture some interesting images.

Flying is like a disease: once you catch it you don´t want to get back on the ground. As 
our wheels touch the tarmac, we´re already planning our next adventure.

“Once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with your eyes turned 
skyward, for there you have been, and there you will always long to return.” 

Leonardo da Vinci (aviation pioneer)
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italian blade

by bruno bevivino

#report
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From June 22 to July 3, Viterbo military airport, central Italy, hosted the Italian Blade exercise 
which involved 30 helicopters and 1000 people from 7 different European nations. The goal of 
this exercise was to create greater harmony, through their integration, between military forces 
in an operating scenario.
The Italian Blade give us the opportunity to se in action many types of helicopters, from the 
fashinating russian made Mi24s and Mi17s u to the high tech NH90, passing through the A109s, 
AB212s and the massive CH47s and CH53s. For a few days Viterbo became the European capital 
of military helicopter activities. 
On June 23 I have the opportunity to document the exercise. I start the day with the clear idea 
to make a classic photo shooting in some airport areas, trying to find the right moment to shot. 
But when I receive my pass I’m noticed that the program of the day is different and it includes 
a helicopter flight. I’m absolutely amazed and I become excited when I discver that I’ll fly on 
board of a Czech Mi24. My first helicopter flight on a Hind, Il battesimo dell’aria in elicottero fatto 
sull’Hind; I could not have asked for better!
The Mil MI24 is a Soviet-made machine built in the ‘60s capable of carrying 8 people and 
equipped with a 12.7 mm machine gun located under the nose, and supplemented by four rocket 
launchers and four anti-tank missiles. This volume of fire, along with the armor that protects the 
cabin from 12.7 mm bullets, gave the MI24 the reputation of a “flying tank”. Czech Republic sent 
three Mi24s in Viterbo. 
When I come in the apron I see the three aircraft parked in their places and each one is 
prepared for flight. This scenario makes me think immediately of a new kind of photography for 
me: air to air.
The program foresees two different missions to be conducted simultaneously: a reconnaissance 
mission (which will be run by the helicopter on which I’ll fly) and a tactical mission with the re-
maining aircraft. This means that the only occasions to try to make air to air shots are possible 
only during takeoff and landing, when the trio would fly in formation. The bad luck is offset by the 
availability of the Czech staff in rearrange the formation in flight so as to have the aircraft in 
favor of light.
Still in disbelief and with the adrenaline up, it began my new adventure. I take place inside the 
cabin of the MI24, it is very small;  you can barely stand on your knees. In the rear part of the 
passenger cabin are arranged longitudinally two “benches”, of a shoulder at the other facing 
outwards. On the side there are some practiv windows that you can open, very useful for 
photographing. 
The passenger cabin is connected with the cockpit through a small “tunnel” that during the flight 
is occupied by the flight engineer sitted snugly on a stool. 
When we are all onboard the three helicopters’ engines are turned on, and after about ten 
minutes of warm-up the formation gets up from the square for a short flight, necessary to align 
on the track 22 of Viterbo airport.
In these moments I take this opportunity to try to understand the technique to be used for 
photography that I was about to experience, but also the position to be taken to be as stable as 
possible, so I don’t find myself unprepared in the few minutes available for the air to air.
In fact, the complexity to photograph in flight another aircraft in movement derives from the 
vibrations generated by the main rotor and the continuous adjustments that the pilot makes to 
keep leveled the helicopter.

The three Hinds take off and I feel challenged as in an exam. 
The few minutes of formation flight pass very quickly and I try to do my best to photograph the 
other aircraft. It’s very hard work, especially if you think that I have to stay on my knees all the 
time. 
In a first moment the emotion of my first helicopter flight is surpassed by the wish to get good 
photos,but it returns during the two remaining hours of flight, after the formation separation.
In flight, the Mi24 proves to be an exceptional aircraft, flying at low altitudes it follows the con-
tours of the land and makes tight turn. The two engines supply a great power to the MI24 which 
allows to reach a miximum speed of 330 km/h.
During the mission, the pilots take turns on the helicopter’s controls and the mission includes 
also two landings on a field where a farmer,  who was plowing the soil, looks at us in disbelief. 
The great skills and professionalism of the pilots also allows for small ordinary gestures, 
such as picking up a sprig of mint from the field and offer it to others on board so that they 
appreciate the essence. 

The mission comes to an end, and with it also this fantastic new experience. The second chance 
to do air to air is nearing. In light of the mistakes made on the first, I arrange the camera 
settings and try, as far as possible, to change my position inside the cabin.
The results are better and allow me to take home a good job closing in the best way this 
wonderful day.
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by Elisabetta Puggioni 
& Carlo  Dedoni

#report

MEETING DE VENTISERI 

SOLENZARA
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Great aviation stuff at l’Île de Beauté 

At the end of May (from 29th to 31st ), the French Air 
Base 126 in Ventiseri – Solenzara (Corsica, France) 
hosted the first Meeting de l’Air organized by the 
Fondation des œuvres sociales de l’air (FOSA) and 
supported by the French Air Force (Armée de l’air). 
This first airshow organized in the l’Île de Beauté 
(the Island of Beauty) attracted many aviation en-
thusiasts and spotters from France and beyond. 
One of the winning features of this event was the 
Spotters Day held in the base on May 29, which gave 
us the opportunity to visit the base and see closer 
the flight activities preceding the air show, such as 
transport flights and  of course the airshow trials. 
Just during the spotting day we could appreciate 
the beauty of the location, which allows you to take 
pictures with exceptional backgrounds such as the 
mountains or the sea. 
For us this airshow represented the opportunity 
to discover many new things, starting from the be-
autiful Corsica, so close to our Sardinia and yet so 

unknown, up to see in live action some planes that 
we had never seen before. Of course the relative 
proximity between our residence in South Sardinia 
and Solenzara (about four hours by car, plus one 
hour of ferry and another hour by car) has meant 
that we choose exactly this meeting as our first op-
portunity to visit Corsica. The rich program, which 
included the Patrouille de France, the Red Arrows 
and the Patrouille Swiss, the Belgian Air Force’s F-16 
solo display, the Rafale solo display and the powerful 
Ramex Delta team, made the rest! Even the weather 
has been favorable and three wonderful days of 
early summer allowed us to take pictures with op-
timal light!
We definitely spent fantastic days in Corsica, as 
we’ve found a very well organized air show and a 
really friendly environment. For this reasons we 
wanna thank all the people of Air Base 126 “Capitaine 
Preziosi”, the Armée de l’Air and the FOSA for this 
great opportunity! 

Au revoir et merci!

About the Meetings de l’Air

As an open air show, the Meeting de l’Air is the op-
portunity to witness an 8 hours extraordinary air 
show in whic civil and military aircraft and helicop-
ters, including the Patrouille de France, show they 
capabilities both in flight and in static display. This 
Meetings are also a great opportunity for all the pe-
ople who collect or search for aviation memorabilia 
and other stuff linked to aviation.
This years program foresaw three different Mee-
tings: in addition to Ventiseri Solenzara, a Meeting 
was hosted also at Air Base 705  “Tours-Saint Sym-
phorien” and Air Base 116 “Luxeuil-Saint Sauveur”. 
The profits from all these events are used to finance 
social works of the Foundation to members of the 
aviation community victims of an “accident of life”.
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AEROSPACE EVO NIGHT MISSION
Night flight
The Aerospace multifunction electronic chronograph adopts a 
nonglare stealth look in a new black satin-brushed titanium version. 
To mark the 30th anniversary of this grand classic among pilot’s 
instruments, Breitling is also offering a 300-piece limited edi-
tion with an exclusive yellow dial.

With its SuperQuartzTM movement, its analog and digital display 
as well as its simple and logical crown-operated control system, 
the Aerospace Evo has established itself as a paragon of 
functionality, performance and efficiency, dedicated to serving
professionals. 

The sturdiness and lightness of the titanium case are now combined 
with the power and originality of a black carbon-based coating, 
lending a forceful, technical touch to this exceptional instru-
ment. The engraved rotating bezel is distinguished by its four 
integrated rider tabs facilitating handling, while protecting the 
sapphire crystal glareproofed on both sides. 

Dial readability is enhanced by luminescent hands and numerals 
standing out against a dark background, while a comfortable fit 
on the wrist is ensured by an ultra-sturdy high-tech Military fabric 
strap in a new shade of brown, complete with folding clasp.

Aerospace Evo Night Mission 
“30e anniversaire” limited edition
To celebrate the 30th anniversary of the launch of the 
Aerospace (in 1985), Breitling is also introducing this black 
satin-brushed titanium version in a 300-piece limited edition.
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...a trip to KONYA!
by Remo Guidi

#report
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...a trip to KONYA!
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Top Guns are trained in Anatolia to get the 
highest levels.

Take part in Anatolian Eagle 2015-1 was a last minute 
decision for me. I had been there last year, and, after 
having participated at the Tiger Meet which took place 
right there at the 3rd Main Jet Base in Konya, Turkey, 
I decided not to return. But the sudden arrival of the 
accreditation, that the Turkish Air Force friends have 
sent me with their own initiative, and the confirmation of 
how many countries would participate and what assets, 
made me change my mind and suddenly I found myself 
on the Turkish Airlines flight to Konya.

Full of enthusiasm, with a backpack load of equipment 
to maximize the photo opportunities, and taking into ac-
count the oppressive heat, I remained a little puzzled in 
facing 350 excited rowdy people in line to get into the 
base.
And in fact the number of people to be managed has me-
ant that the opportunities that were given last year have 
shrunk; even if, to be fair, the organization of Turk Hava 
Kuvvettleri and its press office did miracles to please 
the countless requests of the “Spotters”.

Of course we have not been able to walk freely between 
the two runways, but what you can photograph in Konya 
and how you can do it is unbelievable.

The 2015-1 edition of the Anatolian Eagle was held from 
8 to 19 June and the structures of the  Training Center 
hosted more than 1,300 people from five nations, plus 
crews from the NATO’s Gellenkirchen airbase and from 
Turkish military bases in which are based the aircraft 
deployed in Konya for the exercise.

Turk Hava Kuvvettlery (TUAF) sent as many as 42 F-16 
C/D of the following departments: 132 Filo “Dagger” ( 
Konya ), 141 Filo “Wulf”, 142 Filo “Gazelle” and 143 Filo 
“Oncel” ( Ankara-Akinci ), 151 Filo “Bronze” and 152 Filo 
“Raiders” ( Merzifon-Amasya ), 161 Filo “Bat” and 162 
Filo “Harpoon” ( Bandima), 181 Filo “Leopard” and 182 
Filo “Hawk” ( Dyjarbakir ) and 191 Filo “Cobra” ( Bali-
kesir ). In addition were detached 12 F-4E/2020 from 
111 Filo “Panterler” ( Eskisehir ) and 171 Filo “Pirates” ( 
Malatya/Erhac ), 1 KC-135 R, 2 CASA-IPTN CN-235M-100, 
1 EW-7T “Wiseman” from 131 Filo “Dragon” and 2 AS-532 
Cougar.
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Guest nations guests: UK with 8 Typhoon FGR4 / T3 of 
the 11th squadron (Conigsby), Spain with 6 EF-18M from 
Ala 15 (Zaragoza), Pakistan with 6 F-16A / B MLU of 
the 38th Wing, 9 Squadron Mushaf, the United States 
of America with 12 F-15C/D Lakenheath (UK), Germany 
with an A-310 from Koln-Bonn and 2 E-3A NATO from 
Gellenkirchen.
Remarkable also the number of nations that have sent 
observers: Algeria, Azerbaijan, Brazil, Denmark, In-
donesia, Estonia, Morocco, Japan, Qatar, South Korea, 
Kosovo, Lebanon, Malaysia, Moldova, Mongolia, Romania, 
Senegal, Slovakia, Slovenia , Chile, Tajikistan, Tunisia and 
Oman.

The missions carried were essentially COMAO (Combi-
ned Air Operation) type in which the role of the “bad”, 
the Red Forces, was executed by Turkish Air Force’s 
F-16s and F-4s while the “good”, the Blue Forces, used 
the assets of all the participating nations and they per-
formed CAS (Close Air Support) and SEAD (Suppression 
Enemy Air Defense) activities. But the control of the ai-
rspace, the Air Superiority, was the prerogative of the 
legendary F-15 “Eagles” from RAF Lakeneath, between 
which there was an airplane carrying on the nacelle the 
effigy of two “Kill Marks”, because it was recognized the 
shoting down of two Mig 29s.

The outstanding feature is the participation of the Army 
and Navy of Turkey that gave the exercise a interforce 
capacity.

Next year I will return Anatolian Eagle because in the 
end and despite some discussion to grab the place ideal 
for a memorable shot, the emotions that live here are 
unforgettable.

To the Commander of theAETC, Lt.Comm. Hasan Saffet 
Celikel, and the Head of Public Relations of TUAF, Major 
Mesut Yurtdan, go my heartfelt thanks for the always 
friendly and active cooperation.
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Lion Effort 2015
by Christian Pusch
www.spotterday.de

#report
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Lion Effort 2015, the international exercise of Gripen user 
nations, took place at the 21st Tactical Air Base in Cáslav between 
May 11 and 24, 2015. 
Twenty two Gripen fighters from the Czech Republic, Hungary and 
Sweden participated in the event.
During the exercise participating aircraft has be flying Composite 
Air Operations [COMAOs], in two waves – one in the morning and 
a second one [SHADOW wave] (Basic Fighter manoeuvring) in the 
evening. 
Packages of jets has conduct air-to-air training of Tactics, Tech-
niques, and Procedures that allow them to practice cooperation 
and to operate alongside each other.
German Typhoons jets and Polish F-16s fighters has support Lion 
Effort flying from their respective home bases. 
A NATO Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) platform 
has assist with command and control operating in Poland. 
Thailand, whose air force also operates the Gripen, has be taking 
part in an observer role only.

It has been 10 years that Gripen fighter jets have 
guarded Czech airspace and Gripens, also used by Sweden and 
Hungary, join the Czech Republic taking part in 
military exercises now underway in East Bohemia. 
While the Gripens are arguably the centerpiece of Lion Effort, 

they are not alone, but are being joined in the skies by L-159 light 
fighter aircraft, Mi-24 attack helicopters, transport helicopters 
and CASA transport planes.
Recently, the country ordered Litening III targeting pods, and now 
it was time to looking to extend the role of its Gripens with an 
air-to-ground capability training.

2018 South African Air Force (SAAF) plans to host the multinational 
Gripen user exercise Lion Effort.

Participants:

6 x JAS-39 Gripen  Czech Republic Air Force
8 x L-159     Czech Republic Air Force
1 x Mi-171    Czech Republic Air Force
2 x Mi-24    Czech Republic Air Force
1 x CASA C-295  Czech Republic Air Force
1 x Let L-410   Czech Republic Air Force
11 x JAS-39 Gripen Kingdom of Sweden Air Force
5 x JAS-39 Gripen  Hungary Air Force 
2 x F-16 Fighting Falcon Poland Air Force
1 x flying center management and early warning AWACS
2 x Eurofighter Typhoon Germany Air Force

Photographic gear:
Canon EOS 5D Mark III
Canon EF 100-400mm
Tamron 150-600mm
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#spotting-photo-report

By Massimo Rossi

kubinka
armia2015

Russia - Air Force
Tupolev Tu-95MS
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Russia - Air Force
Tupolev Tu-95MS
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Russia - Air Force
Tupolev Tu-95MS

Russia - Air Force
Tupolev Tu-134UB-L

Russia - Air Force
Sukhoi Su-24M
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Russia - Air Force
Beriev A-50U

Russia - Army
Kamov Ka-52

Russia - Navy
Ilyushin Il-38N
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Russia - Air Force
Tupolev Tu-160
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Russia - Air Force
Sukhoi Su-34

Russia - Air Force
Yakovlev Yak-130

Russia - Air Force
Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-31BM
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Russia - Air Force
Tupolev Tu-22M

Russia - Air Force
Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-31BM

Russia - Navy
Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-29K

Russia - Air Force
Mil Mi-26
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Russia - Air Force
Sukhoi Su-30SM
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ntm 2015
by Csaba Czeilinger

#report

A spotting trip to...
AVIANO!

by Simone Gazzola

#spotting-photo-report
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Approximately 15 F-15 Strike Eagles from the 492nd Fighter Squadron, 
Royal Air Force Lakenheath, England, and more than 300 support per-
sonnel, have deployed for a 2-week training exercise in Aviano, Italy.
The training provided Team Aviano and Lakenheath’s aircrew and main-
tainers a chance to increase their interoperability and offered a unique 
air combat training opportunity.

“The runway at Lakenheath is shut down for repairs, so the 492nd FS 
‘Mad Hatters’ came here to take advantage of this opportunity,” said Maj. 
Timothy Dowling, 492nd FS assistant director of operations. “Different 
aircraft allow both crews to accomplish training missions that typically 
wouldn’t happen. We come here often for dissimilar air combat tactics, 
but this time we get more time than usual.”

The addition of the 492nd FS afforded both squadrons the chance to 
conduct DACT missions which couldn’t be replicated at home station by 
Aviano’s F-16 squadrons and F-15 fighter squadrons at RAF Lakenheath.
“The F-15’s two engines allow the aircraft to reach a higher top speed. 
The F-16s have a smaller body with less weight that allows tighter turns. 
This is essential to out-maneuver opponents in a dogfight,” said Capt. 

Matthew Wetherbee, 510th FS fighter pilot. “The training gives us the 
opportunity to see aircraft capabilities you can’t replicate with in-house 
training.”

The training missions ranged from one-on-one dogfights to eight or more 
aircraft in large-force exercises. Working side-by-side allowed the 510th 
FS ‘Buzzards’ and the 492nd FS ‘Mad Hatters’ to hone mission-critical 
strategies and techniques.

The two-week exercise with two of United States Air Forces Europe and 
Air Forces Africa premier fighter wings helped develop their readiness 
through the multifaceted air exercise that continues the commitment to 
international security and ensures that USAFE Airmen are ‘Forward, Re-
ady and Ready Now’.

31st Fighter Wing Public Affairs
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Sony has announced two of the most advanced, versatile 
Cyber-shot cameras ever to come to market, the compact 
RX100 IV (model DSC-RX100M4) and high-zoom RX10 II (model 
DSCRX10M2) cameras.
The two new models both feature the world’s first 1.0 type sta-
cked Exmor RS CMOS sensor with advanced signal processing 
and an attached DRAM memory chip. The high speed signal
processing and DRAM memory chip work together to enable 
more than 5x faster readout of image data and are responsible 
for a variety of standout features that have previously been 
available in only a select few professional-level video cameras. 
These impressive capabilities include 40x super slow motion 
video capture at up to 1000fps,[iii] an ultra-fast Anti-Distortion 
Shutter with a maximum speed of 1/32000 second, high reso-
lution 4K movie shooting[v] and more.

Up to 40x Super Slow Motion Shooting
A first for Sony consumer cameras, the new RX100 IV and RX10 II 
both have the ability to record super slow-motion video at up to 
40x slower than the standard rate, allowing users to capture and
replay fleeting moments of action with incredible detail, resolu-
tion and clarity.
Prior to shooting, users will have the ability to choose among 
1000fps, 500fps and 250fps frame rates and among 50p and 
25p[vi] playback formats to optimise the recording to fit the 
speed of the moving subject, with the option to use the movie 
record button as a ‘start trigger’ to begin recording once button 
is pressed or ‘end trigger’ to record footage up until the button 
is pressed.
The ‘end trigger’ mode lets shooting begin 2 to 4 seconds before 
the movie button is pressed, enabling shooters to capture the 
decisive moment with much more consistency and accuracy. For
reference, two seconds of movie footage shot at 1000fps and 25p 
would take about 80 seconds to play back.

High Speed Shutter, High Speed Shooting

The impressive speed and power of the 1.0 type stacked Exmor 
RS CMOS sensor with an attached DRAM chip allows the new 
RX100 IV and RX10 II to perform exceptionally well while capturing 
fastmoving subjects.
Specifically, it’s fast processing capability results in continuous 
speeds at up to 16 fps on the RX100 IV and up to 14 fps on the RX10 
II for an extended period of time.
Additionally, the ultra-fast readout of the image sensor is re-
sponsible for the high speed Anti- Distortion Shutter (maximum 
speed of 1/32000 second), which allow the new cameras to cap-
ture sharp, crystal clear images with a wide open aperture at 
brightness levels up to EV19[vii]. It also minimises the “rolling 
shutter” effect commonly experienced with fast moving subjects. 
This allows photographers and videographers to capture be-
autiful content with sharply focused subjects and defocused 
backgrounds under some of the most difficult, bright lighting 
conditions.

RX10 II and RX100 IVnew
gear
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Versatility in Design, High Speed AF

The new RX100 IV maintains the compact, pocket-sized design of the RX100 family, and 
has a ZEISS Vario-Sonnar T* 24-70mm (35mm equivalent) F1.8-F2.8 lens, while the new 
RX10 II maintains the same body design as the original RX10 and has a ZEISS® Vario-
Sonnar T* 24-200mm (35mm equivalent) F2.8 lens. Each of the cameras is equipped 
with a new high-contrast XGA OLED Tru-Finder™ with approximately 2.35 million dots of 
resolution, ensuring true-to-life image preview and playback
functionality. The RX100 IV maintains the convenient retractable EVF with ZEISS® T* 
coating from the RX100 III model that debuted last year.
Both of the two new models feature an upgraded Fast Intelligent AF system that enables 
highspeed, high-precision contrast detection of a moving subject in as little as 0.09 
seconds. Sony’s proprietary AF algorithm allows them to recognise and lock-in on a 
subject with a simple half-press of the shutter button at a much more efficient rate 
compared to previous models. The new cameras are also Wi-Fi and NFC™ compatible 
and can access Sony’s growing range of PlayMemories
Camera Applications. Learn more at www.sony.net/pmca.

RX10 II and RX100 IV

www.sony.com



adriatic Strike 2015
by Sebastijan Videc

#spotting-photo-report

1

56

http://vvsphotography.wordpress.com
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Photo Captions

1) Slovenian PC-9M dashing low over the Cerklje barracks after its last Adriatic 
Strike mission
2) NATO Airlift C-17A arrived on Wednesday from Papa, Hungary, for several parachute 
drops from 9.000ft.
3) Romanian Air Force C-27J Spartan delivering a new transmission for one of 
the malfunctioning Puma SOCAT helicopters.
4) Rarely seen outside of their homeland, the two Montenegro AF Gazelles were 
probably the most exotic participant of the exercise.
5) Gunpod, flare and BDU-33 armed Pilatus PC-9M Swifts taxi for another hot Adriatic 
Strike mission.
6) Gunpod equipped Czech L-159A ALCA moments before touchdown on runway 09
7) Slovenian AS532 Cougar departing on one of the JTAC delivery missions
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Multitrans camera cases from Hama
More than Just a Big Mouth

Taking pictures often means acting fast. Particularly when spotting airplanes, you should 
always have your camera to hand. Hama’s new Multitrans camera cases can help. They 
open and close like doctor’s bags, and this proven concept offers fast, convenient ac-
cess to all your equipment.
The black cases are available in three different sizes, and are not just ideal for transpor-
ting cameras and accessories – the extra neoprene compartment also offers perfect 
protection for a tablet. Because weather is often the deciding factor in outdoor shoots, 
the main compartment features a water-resistant zipper, and the base is reinforced 
with a very tough material that can be wiped clean. Hama also uses sturdy metal fittings 
for the cases. An additional pocket on the back can be unzipped to turn into a trolley 
strap, making the Multitrans case a perfect travel companion.

www.hama.com

new Sturdy, compact and with modern design: 
The new tripod range

MAGNESIT Xgear
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Sturdy, compact and with modern design: 
The new tripod range

MAGNESIT X
With the MAGNESIT X tripod range CULLMANN continues its successful range on a 
new level.

The new tripod range MAGNESIT X above all addresses ambitious photo and 
video amateurs with compact DSLR and CSC camera equipment. The MAGNESIT 
X400 is the first model of this new range. 
With its high quality and practice orientation it provides a stable and compact 
base for perfect shots. Handling of the MAGNESIT X400 has been well thought out. 

The ergonomically designed fixing clips enable simple adjustment of the tripod 
legs and ensure safe standing. The tripod legs can be simply folded up by 180 
degrees, which then results in a small packing dimension of only 42 cm, which 
makes the tripod the perfect companion on travels. 

Despite the short packing dimension, the tripod has an ample maximum height 
of 145 cm. This makes the tripod the ideal solution for all types of shooting, 
either in the studio or outdoors. The MAGNESIT X400 features and additional 
3-fold tripod leg adjustment, incl. macro position for ground level shooting.
High quality aluminium is used as central material for the MAGNESIT X400.

Both the tripod as well as the entire ball head incl. camera QRC-system are 
made of aluminium. This ensures high stability and a long lifetime.
The ball head features two integrated bubble levels for precise adjustment, 
a locking combination for ball and horizontal clamping, as well as a camera 
QRC-system with 1/4 connection thread. The QRC-system is UniQ/C and Arca 
compatible.

With its load bearing capacity of 4 kg the MAGNESIT X400 is perfectly suitable 
for compact DSLR and CSC camera systems. A well padded tripod bag with 
inside compartment, which is part of the scope of delivery, ensures safe 
transportation.

For the MAGNESIT X400 CULLMANN grants 10 years manufacturer warranty.

www.cullmann.de
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anatolian eagle
by Jean-Paul Lardinois
www.jplardinois.com 

#report
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anatolian eagle
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June 16.2015

This is already my second trip this year to the base of Konia, Turquey. My arrival overthere 
is most pleasant as my taxi driver, the one who drove me through my previous trip at the 
time of the NATO tiger meet, was waiting for me with a large smile.

June 17

As soon as next morning, after a solid breakfast (because the day promised to be a long one) 
i a mat the entry of the base together with a number of spotters. It is pleasant to recognize 
some familiar faces.
Done with the usual control procedure, we are loaded in the cars to the same spotters point 
as the one of the previous NTM.
Weather is alredy quite warm and we actually feel the hot air waves. The night before it was 
raining rather hard.

The taxiing planes are in front of us and starts the valse of taking-offs : Spanish F-18, Turkish 
F-16, English Eurofighters, American F-15, Pakistanese F-16, Turkish F-4 : high society !

After the complete landing of this first performance, our guides invite us to reembark the 
cars to reach the second spot point of the day on the other side of the second take off track. 
As a matter of fact we have the choice : the start point of the track, the acceleration sector 
or the take-off zone. Superb places !

After this second performance of the day we reembark to get to the platform where the F4 
are parked and we operate to our heart’s content because those planes are very high rated 
among the spotters. There are even civil planes boarding stepladders which permit us to 
make overhanging pictures. It’s a nice ‘’surprise of the chief’’.
I happily return to the hotel having enjoyed a wonderful day.

June 18

Quite a memorable day as i am welcome at breakfast with gifts from my friends. Indeed it 
is my birthday (and also the first day of ramadan !) we establish ourselves similar to the 
preceding day (actually we are 400 spotters !) along the taxiway but the wind has changed 
direction…
Our guides’ reaction is quick as they invite us to move up the taxiway (not an easy exercice 
given the number) northward and then to cross it to bec loser to the take-off track. Quite 
an excellent initiative !
After the performance we return to our initial position and are driven to the nicely laid-out 
turkish 40 x F-16 platform. Again we can use boarding stepladders.
After which we are invited to the briefing room for a présention of the event and thanks. 
Indeed it is already time for the Turkish planes to get back to their respective bases.
In the evening we go to the same restaurant as the day before which had been highly re-
commended by our taxi driver. To our great surprise they serve a unique menu for the first 
ramadan evening, unique but composed of high quality local cooking : six starters, a main 
dish and dessert.

June 19

The Friday programme is unfortunately cancelled due to lack of time coordination in the 
repatriation of the foreign planes.
It gives us the opportunity to visit the city ok Konya and to enjoy an other excellent meal in 
a different restaurant.

I offer my sincere thanks to the framing staff particularly Lt. colonel Saffet Celikel, major 
Yürtdan and the first lieutenant ürsküp

www.jplardinois.com 
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by:
Luca Martinetto
Roberto Leone
Rocco Comandè
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Fifteen years of success.

The 15th edition of European Aviation Convention Exibition (EBACE), held in Geneva from 
May 19 to May 21, also this year was a good occasion to see close the latest news in the 
business aviation industry. Every year the EBACE attracts the most important stakehol-
ders in the industry including manufacturers, companies, airports, suppliers and media 
operators.  EBACE is jointly hosted by the National Business Aviation Association (NBAA) 
and the European Business Aviation Association (EBAA) and takes place since 2001 in 
Geneva’s Palexpo and Geneva International Airport .

“As we marked this 15th year of EBACE, it was clear that the event has always been, and 
will continue to be, a trade show featuring new products and cutting-edge technologies, 
and a premier venue for networking and getting the latest information about the trends 
shaping this dynamic industry,” said EBAA CEO Fabio Gamba.

NBAA President and CEO Ed Bolen agreed, stating: “EBACE remains a forward-looking 
event, which is why it will always be a can’t-miss show on the industry’s calendar.”
This year’s editon of the EBACE registered significant numbers: near to 500 exhibitors, 
not only European but also from the other continents, 60 aircraft on display, and about 
15,000 visitors.

The attendees had an opportunity to hear from industry thought-leaders who participa-
ted in a variety of education sessions, included an International Transactions Seminar 
and a Safety Workshop. 

This year’s EBACE also featured the first-ever Inspiration Zone with a dedicated focus 
on the industry’s future. The Inspiration Zone, positioned on the exhibit floor, was the 
location for a session on Unmanned Aircraft Systems, an inaugural Young Professio-
nals Networking Event, and a session on Skills and Careers. A Career Day for Europe-
an post-secondary students interested in aviation was attended by 70 students from 
Switzerland, Germany and Spain.

“We thank the government leaders who joined us at EBACE this year, and also the exhi-
bitors, attendees and others who made EBACE2015 such a success,” Gamba said. 
Bolen echoed Gamba’s sentiment, adding: “We are eager to celebrate the next 15 years, 
and beyond, for the show.”

Next year’s EBACE will return to Palexpo and Geneva International Airport from May 
24-26, 2016.
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